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What is the difference between 
cosmetic surgery and plastic 

surgery?



Give me 3 adjectives 
telling me how you feel 

about the state of the 
world



Give me a reason 
that makes it hard 

for men and women 
to be just friends 



Reasons for having plastic 
surgery



+
What country is this?



What rules in the world 
do you think are the most 

important? Why? 



Tell me 2 reasons why you 
think cosmetic surgery is so 
popular in Korea.



In your opinion what is 
the biggest problem 

facing the Earth? Why?



What are 2 benefits of 
dating a friend?



3 planetary boundaries



What country has four 
arms?



How would you punish a 
student that comes to 

school late?why?



Tell me 2 reasons for being against 
cosmetic surgery.



Give me 2 examples of 
what is being done in 
Korea to preserve the 

environment?



What are 4 drawbacks 
of dating a friend?



Ways that we can help to fix 
the environment



m=r

What country is this?



Give me 2 reasons why 
rules are important. 



“Beauty is more than skin deep.”

Tell me your opinion 
about this statement. 



What are 2 of the biggest 
environmental issues 

facing Korea? 



Tell me 2 methods to be just 
friends with a person of the 

opposite sex



Situations in which men and 
women can be just friends



What country is it?

- P + F + r 



Tell me 2 things that are 
important when making 
punishments for rules



Spell cosmetic surgery



Unscramble this

balogl mngiraw



If your friend developed 
feelings for you, but you 
were not interested at 
all, what would you do? 



Ways to deal with a friend 
who confesses their love to 

you. 



야!

+

+



If you were a professor, what 
3 rules would you have in 

your classroom? why?



Country 
Names



Write down four countries 
beginning with the letter 

“A”





Instructions

This button takes you to 
the question board.

These four buttons 
control the score. The 
numbers will always 
loop .

Push this button to go 
to the Final Jeopardy 
round.



Instructions
Once the numbers load 
push the button in the 
top left corner. This will 
scroll through the six 
categories in full screen.

When you get to 
category six you may 
click anywhere to go 
back to the question 
screen. Clicking on any 
clue slide takes you 
back to the question 
slide.



Instructions

After clicking on the 
large category six slide 
you come back to the 
question slide. 

If you click any of the 
category buttons you 
will be taken back to the 
scorekeeping slide.

Once all of the questions are off the board go to Final 
Jeopardy from the scorekeeping slide. It’s great if you 
have some small white boards to give the kids.



Instructions

You simply need to go 
through  the slides and 
fill out the categories 
and clues.

Slide 43 contains the 
daily double. Simply 
click on the image and 
copy it. Then paste it 
over any clue in the 
game to create a daily 
double question.



Instructions

The team who gets the 
daily double question 
has the chance to 
double their money by 
wagering up to the full 
amount they currently 
have.

There can be more than 
one daily double in the 
game.



Instructions

Here is a link to the summary of the rules:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jeopardy!#Gameplay

And here is a link to a full episode on YouTube:

http://youtu.be/iH99f4mUAKA

These should help if you are not familiar with the 
game.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jeopardy!
http://youtu.be/iH99f4mUAKA


http://www.parkrideflyusa.com/blog/2008/05
/23/international-body-language-manners-the-
sequel/
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